RETHINK CEILINGS
TRIMLESS ACOUSTICAL LIGHTING
SEAMLESS INTEGRATION OF LIGHT + CEILINGS

USAI® Lighting

Armstrong®
CEILING SOLUTIONS
CEILING AND LIGHTING INTEGRATION JUST BECAME EASIER.

A revolutionary trimless light fixture for acoustical ceiling panels that provides a drywall appearance. Designed by USAI Lighting and Armstrong® Ceiling Solutions for precision and ease.
IN THIS SPACE
BeveLED 2.2 Trimless Acoustical Lighting shown with standard and pre-cut acoustical ceiling panels from Armstrong Ceiling Solutions.

DESIGNER BENEFITS
ACHIEVE THE UNACHIEVABLE
• TRIMLESS downlight in an acoustical panel ceiling—never before possible
• Perfectly centered light fixture
• Integration of lighting and acoustics into one ceiling solution
• Factory precision pre-cut holes for a clean, flawless aesthetic
• Consistently perfect finish and edge details—everytime

CONTRACTOR BENEFITS
EASY + SEAMLESS INSTALLATION
• Perfect factory pre-cut holes
• Time saving—no cutting required, no waste
• Self-centering and self-leveling snap-in installation

CODE COMPLIANCE
• Seismically rated for D, E and F areas
TRIMLESS ACOUSTICAL LIGHTING
THE LOOK OF DRYWALL IN ACOUSTICAL CEILING PANELS

IN THIS SPACE
BeveLED 2.2 Trimless Acoustical Lighting shown with standard and pre-cut acoustical ceiling panels from Armstrong Ceiling Solutions.

USAI Lighting
Trimless Acoastical Light Fixtures Include:
- BeveLED Mini® Round 3”
- BeveLED Mini® Square 3”
- BeveLED® 2.2 Round 4.5”
- BeveLED® 2.2 Square 4.5”

LED Color Technologies Include:
- Classic White
- Warm Glox® Dimming
- Color Select® Tunable White

Shown with BeveLED 2.2 FT Housing

Pre-Cut Panels Include:
- Calla® (2’X2’)
- Lyra® (2’X2’, 30”X30” & 4’X4’)
- Optima® (2’X2’, 30”X30” & 4’X4’)
- Ultima® (2’X2’ & 30”X30’)
- Ultima® High NRC (2’X2’ & 30”X30”)

And Compatible Grids Include:
- Silhouette®
- Suprafine®
- Interlude®